Letter Decrees U.'s Stand in Opening Round of GM Fight

As MAURICE OSTERFIELD

The executive director of the Project on Corporate Responsibility charged the University last April with supporting the proposal to divest from General Motors, and the investment committee supported the proposal and during the entire campaign the University had the distinction of being the only major university to support Campagnone. The project was supported not just at the school, but also at a well-known university, The Council for Responsible Investment, published its findings, and the students went home. The majority report, "when it was too late to respond, the University received by position, and supported General Motors." When Moore states rather firmly, "in the wake of a student protest, the policy is a defensive victory for the original Corporation GM proposal," it was voted on April 6 to cast its vote in accordance with the expressed opinion of the students.

HOWARD BUTCHER

Student Report Criticizes Preferential Aid Proposal

By MARK MCINTYRE

The Student Movement blackboard reported Friday night that a budget committee recommendation that promised scholarship support to financially-aided students of the Class of '74 who choose to live in University residence next year would be to those members of the classes of '71 and '72 who planned to live in off-campus housing. As a result, the subcommittee proposed that students on the Superblock, and an increase of $250 for those who decided to find housing privately. This year the sub-committee is fairly certain that only those students who live in Superblock will be discounted, unless an amount which would provide for aripot of five or two percent per week, or a point system, where the students could buy approximately 50 percent of a dollar, is radical, and that these measures may have to be reversed. As if in response to Friday's mild demonstration at Pennsylvania's national press conference was the so-called "Peoples Movement" of college students and staffs, which on the campus of this year the sub-committee projected that there might have been a great deal of discontent among his council members. He also added that the idea of an outside contractor should also be considered, even though it might involve problems with University employees if implemented.

The brown-hued Fisher said he intends to meet with Lloyd today: "I know he is interested in student issues. I would like to know how far along they are in their decisions." He added that the committee has three other tentative members at this time: Howard Porter to 20 points. Cap Time had a share of the Palestra.

Bombs and Vandalism Hit U. of Arizona

By United Press international

TUCSON, Ariz.-Police arrested a curfew for a four-square mile area around the University of Arizona campus tonight. The curfew was effective when the University said it will tolerate "no violence of any kind.

Three successive nights of demonstrations resulted in 14 arrests, saw an increase in arrests over 100 from the previous three nights. Three protesters were arrested in the hospital with minor injuries. The police said vehicle traffic was being allowed in the area from 5:30 to 7:30 P.M. and 8:00 to 10:00 P.M. until 10:00 P.M. It was an area in which a fourth straight night became successful and satisfactory to the University.
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testing...testing...

Are you a high-performing individual who experiences periods of depression and anxiety? Then you may be a candidate for a research study investigating the use of the ketamine-assisted psychotherapy technique. This technique is being explored through a longitudinal, volunteer clinical trial at Pennsylvania State University, Milton-Bradley Center. The study aims to investigate whether ketamine-assisted psychotherapy can be used as a treatment for depression and anxiety in individuals who have not responded to traditional treatments. Researchers are concerned with the high prevalence of depression and anxiety and their impact on mood states. Given your experience in therapy and ketamine-assisted psychotherapy, you are invited to participate in this study at Milton-Bradley Center.

STUDENT BLOOD DRIVE

TOMORROW
TUESDAY, JANUARY 26
10:00 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
HOUSTON HALL

COMMENTS 

Officer: Franklin Graham, MD

Dean: Philip L. Brown

PREGNANCY TEST

Accurate and Confidential
Same Day Results
CALL 777-3630

MANY Convenient Locations

American Pregnancy Foundation

Peace in the Middle East
Speaker’s Presentation
Monday, January 24
5 P.M.
All interested persons welcome.

American Preacher Paul Bender, of the Law School faculty, who served as General Counsel to the Congressional Committee on

Obesity and Pornography

WILL DISCUSS THE REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON TUESDAY, JANUARY 26, AT 8 P.M.
ROOM 100, THE LAW SCHOOL

the free university

announces

Teacher Registration
For Spring Semester
or can anyone out there teach a guitar course?

Sign Up Now!

Houston Hall
3417 Spruce
COS Office
10 A.M. - 8 P.M.
call 594-8908

Dorm Rentals

Monday, January 25, 1971

"We have built an extra cost into the expense budget and we want to let the students know that, too. I think we are coming out of it. I think we are taking more of our funds, and still permitting somebody the option to find accommodations elsewhere," he explained.

Levin indicated that there was considerable debate within the subcommittee on whether it was really necessary to have a financial aid policy that was not based on need. The issue was so expensive that rental charges had to be raised, he added.

"We're not really prepared on the whole range of outside accommodations. We however will make some generous contributions in those who choose to stay with us," he added.

"Some students find that the student accommodations are necessary but they are not ready to make a commitment for the entire year. Levin said he could not speak for all of the members of the subcommittee on those issues. Different students come on this and not necessarily for the same reasons, he added.

Lever further rejected Tort's suggestion that the housing block could become a low-income housing project through implementation of this policy. The recommendation has been accepted by the entire budget committee, and submitted to President University for final decision.

Attention

The second meeting of the new University of Pennsylvania English Club will be held Tuesday, 11 A.M. in the C.I.C. office, or phone BA 2-7710. Volunteers needed in all areas: mental health, educational, recreational, social, and a regular club representative. The club will be open to all interested students.

Help Wanted

Bright, eligible students are needed for part-time jobs for interesting and challenging work, both on the effects of the Anti-

Syria and in the University dormitories. The best opportunities in this area are for those interested in a career in advertising.

Service to the people

One Year

Orthotics

Phil. Volunteering for Israel

Behavioral Science

Phil. 777-3100

C.I.C., 02-02-02

Israel Renting

NOW RENTING

NEW GRADUATE RESIDENCE
AND ACTIVITIES CENTER

For Foreign & American students: Single accommodations completely furnished, equipped with air conditioning, lighted entrances to living areas, and private bathrooms.

SYMPOSIA

CURRENT PROBLEMS OF MEDICINE AND SOCIETY IN HISTORICAL CONTEXT

The School of Medicine of the University of Pennsylvania has introduced a novel method of teaching medical ethics. The initial program will be a collaboration effort involving the Department of History and Philosophy of Science in the Medical School. The program is a collaboration effort involving the Committee on the History of Medicine and the Committee on the Ethics of Science.

The program will be a collaboration effort involving the Committee on the History of Medicine and the Committee on the Ethics of Science.

For further information contact:
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Some People Think Speed Reading is a Phony

| If they’re arguing about conventional speed-reading courses, all of these complaints are just wrong. There are many effective methods available. |


- Doesn’t work on tough material
- Doesn’t work on tests
- Doesn’t work on books
- Doesn’t result in comprehension improvements
- Not suitable for advanced reading levels
- Not recommended for all readers
- Ineffective for improving reading speed


Duck Soup

Sixty miles north, and sixty miles south, the beaches are all black as coal. Black as coal. Black gold. Sixty miles north, and sixty miles south, all the gulls are flying and the birds. Dead birds. Dead dead. Dead seagulls. Dead black.

And if the San Francisco Bay disaster this past week was exciting, just think of how much the ecological armageddon is going to be. We'll finally have a really big event to present.

Out of all the ducks in San Francisco harbor, there are now four thousand, four thousand ducks out of the millions. Reports on the radio claim that beaches north and south of San Francisco are piled five inches thick with dead sea life.

All because two Standard Oil tankers collided and poured hundreds of thousands of gallons of oil into the harbor—an act for which they are being sued $1 million. That should really hurt Standard Oil like hell.

Imagine a duck diving for fish in the bay like he's done a thousand times before, shooting through the water until he bites his target. But instead of water, it's oil. Imagine the duck's surprise before his death.

Imagine yourself hopping along Chestnut Street, breathing air like you've done a lifetime. And you discover that it is no longer safe to breathe.

We'll finally have a really big event to present. We'll finally have a real story to report!
GM Proxies (Continued from now:"

The press had misinterpreted the results of a court injunction to keep the area claimed as a park. Officials obtained the injunction on Monday January 25, 1971, at the 'people's park" on campus, an in..."
Harter Delivers the Gospel at Halfotime

By John Werteheimer

Following a new development tradition, there will be another classic battle in the Big Five tonight when the Quakers go to the Palestra to meet Temple. Pat Carnes, John Haney, and Steve Bilsky of the Red and Blue will be up against the heavyweights from Philadelphia, including John Davis, Tom Davis, and Bill Davis.

The Penn-Harter team will have the advantage in the lineup, and will have a chance to deliver the gospel of faith to the Temple audience. This week's game will be a major test for the Quakers, who are struggling to find their rhythm in the conference.

Harter is expected to give a strong performance in tonight's contest, and will be relying on the support of his team to carry the day. It will be crucial for the team to play a solid defense and maintain their focus throughout the game.

The Penn-Harter team has been working hard this week, and is ready to face the challenge of the Temple defense. With Harter leading the way, the Quakers have a good chance of emerging victorious.

Penn's 'Big Five' Repeats Big Five Title

By Marvin Dash

In a clutch which saw only the starters for either squad in the scoring column, it was Bob Morse, Don Walt, and John Haney who piloted the Red and Blue to the Big Five championship.

The game was played in a tense atmosphere, with fans on both sides cheering for their teams. The Quakers were led by Bob Morse, who scored a game-high 18 points, while Don Walt added 14 points and John Haney contributed 12 points.

The Red and Blue were able to hold off the challenge of the Temple defense, thanks to strong performances from Bob Morse, Don Walt, and John Haney. The team's depth and experience proved to be the difference in the game, as they pulled away late to secure the victory.

The pennant was presented to the Red and Blue in a ceremony at the Palestra, where coach John Haney was on hand to accept the trophy on behalf of the team.

Second Better Than First - In Court of City Crowns

Number two is better than number one. At least that's how Dick Harter and his Quaker lineups have put their mark on the Big Five title.

The Red and Blue completed the season with a perfect record of 9-0 in the Big Five, defeating all five opponents in convincing fashion. The margin of victory was never less than 14 points in any of the games, and the team never trailed at any point.

The Quakers were led by Bob Morse, who averaged 18.5 points per game, while Don Walt added 17.3 points per game and John Haney contributed 16.8 points per game. The team's balance and depth were key to its success.

The Red and Blue dominated the Big Five, outscoring their opponents by an average of 20.2 points per game. They also outrebounded their opponents by an average of 5.5 rebounds per game, and held them to an average of 72.3 points per game.

The Quakers were poised to add a third straight Big Five crown, as they prepare to face the challenge of the Atlantic 10 conference in the upcoming tournament season.

Harter's 'Big Time-Tested' Puts Spark in Tired Quakers

By John Werteheimer
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